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Rapidly developing a customizable mobile application and the related software as a service (SaaS) is
challenging and rarely studied. Traditionally, SaaS solutions are mainly accessed using personal
computers, but the mobile SaaS solutions are needed in the tourism sector, for example, where users are
mobile. This paper presents a case study where the original need was to design a customizable mobile
tourism guide service for use by several small tourism companies, and to assess its functionality in a
field study. The result of applying the Vaadin 6 Java web framework and LAMP technologies was a
robust mobile application SaaS prototype system that fulfilled the essential design needs in the eight field
test cases. This study shows that the field testing of a mobile concept can be completed easier when
using Vaadin Java web framework, as it provides support for cross-platform functionality and GUI
design, and completes, for example, LAMP-based SaaS solution. However, results point it out that new
digital navigation features were needed to develop or improved and mobile web approach causes some
usability challenges especially in the compass based navigation and user tracking. This study provides an
example of how to develop a SaaS-based mobile service prototyping environment, which is needed while
field testing new B2B mobile services with various groups of stakeholders. Our case study analysis
reveal that the Vaadin development environment facilitates the rapid prototyping for digital services in
an affordable way. The overall contribution of this paper is predominantly for software engineers and
web application developers.
keywords: Rapid development, mobile services, SaaS, software development, Vaadin
1 Introduction
With the increasing popularity of mobile applications and smartphones, there is a unique opportunity
to create new mobile web services for our daily activities and business needs in the SaaS (software as a
service) business model. Those mobile services in the SaaS business model require the utilizing mobile
web technologies, as they cannot be single and stand-alone native mobile applications sold and
delivered through the market places of mobile business ecosystems such as AppStore, Google Play and
Windows Markets. The successful traditional Internet or web services cannot be necessarily migrated
to the successful mobile service [1]. There are, for example, technological challenges such as various
screen sizes and device and platform specific requirements in addition to the issues concerning to the
behaviour and usage situation of end users. All mobile applications are not stand-alone downloadable
native applications, but some of them can be built on the web technologies. Thus, the mobile web
technologies are alternatives for the native mobile applications in building mobile software solutions
[2-4]. Although both of them have their advantages and disadvantages, they have often different roles.
The third main category in selecting development approach for the new mobile application is the
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hybrid mobile application. The hybrid application is a cross-platform solution, which still can access to
the devices’ hardware resources [2,3]. They run content and services inside of the application
framework, and are thus more native ones than generic or dedicated web applications which are
connected to the Internet via the browsers. Well-known examples of hybrid applications are the
Linkedin, Facebook and Twitter mobile applications.
The native mobile applications offer integrated ability to utilize the interfaces and resources of
mobile devices’ hardware and its features, such as camera, storage, GPS and push notifications [4].
Disadvantages from the viewpoint of rapid prototyping is, that developers need to build separate native
applications to support various requirements as the most common platforms and operating systems,
iOS, Android and Windows support different programming languages, such as Objective C or Java.
Unlike the native applications, the mobile web applications deploy the browser of mobile devices
instead of the direct usage of operating system, and the users are not required to download applications
for using them. Hence, the development of mobile web applications seems to be easier for basic needs,
where end-users are using them with several different mobile devices [3]. This brings some advantages
in prototyping new mobile services especially in utilizing a cross-platform development framework in
situations where end-users are having various platforms and device models, they are not easily
required to download an application for testing purposes and development requires several
improvements and releases in the short time period.
The advancement in the new architectural solutions [5] such as cloud computing [6–10] and
service-oriented delivery models [11-14] are driving mobile applications towards service-oriented
business models. The cloud computing is the key technological enabler for service-oriented delivery
and business models, which are categorized as the software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service
(PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) [15]. The mobile web and hybrid applications can delegate
heavy tasks to the cloud services which enlarge their functionalities and enrich user experience [16].
Thus, scalability is a key advancement in the cloud computing as resources can be spread globally over
the continents [17]. Furthermore, the advancements in web technologies such as service-oriented
technologies and web services [18–21] and web programming enablers such as AJAX [22] and
JQUERY [23] have provided a unique opportunity to develop faster prototypes and more robust
mobile web applications for various business segments. In addition to the architectures and program
languages, there are advanced web software development frameworks such as Vaadin and PhoneGap
[24–26], which make mobile web development easier. Moreover, to ease and speed up the mobile
development process with end users, various user centred software development principles have also
been developed, such as Lean Startup and mLUX [27-28].
This research project applies mobile web technologies to design and develop a customized mobile
guide service to be used simultaneously by several SME tourism companies. Therefore, the aim is to
design a mobile tourism system that supports most outdoor activities provided by tourism companies
[29,30]. In addition to supporting the outdoor activities, the tourism companies would be able to
improve customer satisfaction by offering new types of digital guidance and navigation services as
added value for their customers. The existing tourism applications in the market mainly provide
information and support for city and urban navigation services [31, 32], and there are only few or if
any application for outdoor tourism services. The research goal of this study is to design and develop a
mobile guidance service for simultaneous use by several small and medium-sized (SME) outdoor
tourism companies. Therefore, based on the gathered needs and requirements, this study aims to apply
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Vaadin 6 Java web framework and LAMP technologies (Linux, Apache, PHP and MySQL) to design a
mobile web service for the outdoor tourism context. Vaadin Java web framework was selected as it
offers Vaadin Touchkit mobile add-on which provides “native look-like” user interface themes and
GUI elements, thus seemed to fulfil the basic technological requirements.
For fulfilling the research goals, this study aims to experiment how Vaadin would support the rapid
prototyping of mobile tourism guide application and is it possible to build a robust SaaS solution
combining the Vaadin java web framework, the LAMP-based editor and administration software and
the external map data services. To achieve the research goals, the project was divided into the
following phases:
1) Architectural design phase: Defining a customizable mobile guide system to serve several
tourism companies simultaneously. The mobile guide system consists of a mobile web
application, a content editor and administration software.
2) Development phase: Developing the high-fidelity mobile guide system and other related
software, e.g. an editor for developing new route content and a tool for administration.
3) Evaluation and assessment phase: Piloting the mobile service in the field to ensure the
functionality of the mobile web application and the SaaS architectural solution.
2 Related Research
2.1 Software as a Service
In a SaaS model [33–38], the application is delivered as a service over the Internet; in other words, it
can be characterized as the online delivery of software where the software system itself is hosted by
the service provider. Thus, the SaaS refers to the services which are hosted and managed in the cloud
systems [39]. This allows the customer to start using the software in a matter of minutes with few or no
software configurations needed. Although the graphical user interface and the navigation appear
similarly for all customers, they can still create their own unique content on the system and configure
the software to some extent according to their personal needs. The users do not need to install or
update applications or worry about the suitable operating systems or memory capacity in the SaaS
model [40].
The concept of multi-tenancy [41,42] is essential in reviewing scalable cloud services. While SaaS
applications can be deployed and hosted as separate instances for different users, it can be much more
beneficial to host a single, scalable application for multiple users. Scalable applications come with an
automatic load-balancing system that recognizes when there is too much strain on the server, in which
case it deploys more instances of the application and distributes some of the service requests on the
new instances, or removes existing instances during the quieter periods. The data resources are shared,
so no matter which instance is serving the customer, he will always be able to access his own data.
However, this is only required for large-scale services, and smaller applications can usually manage
with only a single instance for each service.
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2.2 Mobile Web Technologies
The Internet or web applications are not any longer only simple web sites. For example, Mainetti et al.
[43] point it out that “a web-based common computing platform introduced new technologies that
dramatically transformed the traditional web paradigm. These new technologies are the main factor
that leads to the definition of a new class of internet applications called rich internet applications
(RIAs)”. In addition, social computing and web 2.0 technologies have modified the traditional
understanding of web technologies. The web 2.0 technologies connect people, enables online
communication and create the sense of community on the networks without the need of physical
interaction [44]. Examples of such applications are social media applications which have significantly
impacted on our daily lives and our perspective to the Internet services [45].   
However, mobile web applications [46–48] are very similar to the web applications usable through
a normal PC’s browser. A developer can achieve much with HTML5, CSS and JavaScript when
creating new applications, and mobile devices are able to access most of the “traditional” websites
without any issues if they are built as the responsive websites. There are, however, some technical
problems that the developers need to keep in mind while working on the application, such as the
different screen sizes and resolutions of mobile devices. The application might look good on a tablet,
but at the same time be almost unusable on a smartphone besides of responsiveness. The interface’s
layout needs to scale depending on the available screen space, in most cases going as far as completely
relocating some elements on the interface.
Aside from functioning properly, the application should also look pleasing to the user’s eyes.
Native applications have a consistent style and are usually the correct choice, but the problem is that
they are only compiled for specific operating systems. Web applications can be run on most devices,
but the developers need to spend more time forming a functional and stylish interface. There are style
guides and interface frameworks available [49] for making the web applications look like and behave
very similarly to native applications. The developers have different choices, ranging from complete
custom components and elements to editing CSS files and using the system’s own style guidelines.
The web applications on mobile devices usually have very basic functionality, such as button
presses, but in order to provide extensive support for touch screens the application needs to understand
more complex touch gestures. The application can be compiled into a native web application with tools
like PhoneGap, or the support could be added with libraries like jGestures for JavaScript [50], or
components such as the Vaadin TouchKit.
2.3 Vaadin Java Web Framework
Vaadin [24, 25] is an open-source rich Internet application Java framework consisting of a server-side
programming model and client-side development tools based on Google Web Toolkit and HTML5. It
utilizes server-side architecture, where the majority of the software’s logic is run on the server. One of
Vaadin’s key features is the easy-to-make user interface, which in most cases does not require any
adjustments to integrate with the website style sheets, although the developer is free to modify the
style sheets and even create new themes if he so desires. It can also be used to create mobile
applications using Vaadin TouchKit, which makes it possible to capture touchscreen events and have
the application understand touch gestures.
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Vaadin heavily utilizes Google Web Toolkit, which is used to convert the Java code to JavaScript,
which is then rendered on the website. Additionally, the browser side uses Ajax technology to transfer
data asynchronously and reload only parts of the pages instead of whole pages, thus improving the
interactivity and user experience. The framework is based on event-based programming and provides
widgets and add-ons to help developers design and build richer web applications and solutions more
quickly.
Figure 1 The Vaadin 6 architecture [25].
The Vaadin framework itself is free to use in any project, as are most components available in
Vaadin’s Add-on Directory; however, to use the more advanced tools, such as Vaadin TouchKit or
Vaadin TestBench, the developer must subscribe to Pro Tools, which requires a monthly fee.
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3 Research methodology
The aim of this study was to analyze qualitatively the Vaadin 6-based mobile web service and its
functioning in the SaaS architecture, and to determine whether it was a viable technological solution
during the proof-of-concept phase.
To achieve this, the research approach involved a qualitative case study of the mobile tourism
service of SMEs. Data collection was accomplished by organizing practical field test cases, where the
mobile SaaS system was used in eight test cases in the outdoor environment. The technological
functioning was evaluated by users who tested and evaluated the mobile service in the real usage
environment. Feedback was collected during semi-structured interviews, from the feedback function of
the mobile application and/or focus group discussions. This study focuses on the description and
evaluation of development experiences using Vaadin 6 and related web technologies through the
action research method. The qualitative case study was selected because the research goal was to
experience both the Vaadin framework and the mobile SaaS solution. In addition to the eight filed
tests, the developers created nine new instances for testing the technical functionality of the SaaS
system prototype.
4 System Development
4.1 Application Concept
During the elicitation phase, we conducted a short survey to investigate the possibilities and the
possible benefits of mobile applications for small tourism companies. The survey mainly focused on
revealing the possibilities of mobile services in this sector, what was expected from them and the
tourism companies’ business needs from mobile-based services. From the analysis of the survey data,
we identified two main requirements:
1. Location-based services for outdoor activities, such as route information, location guides, maps etc.
2. The ability for the companies themselves to maintain and update the content of the mobile services.
This was valuable information for our designers in proposing the first concept to these companies.
As the designers had prior experience of outdoor activities such as kayaking, camping and hiking,
coming up with additional features was significantly easier. The additional features were proposed to
the companies, and their feedback was collected and analyzed. As soon as the confirmations for the
proposed features were received, we investigated the technological feasibility of the features with the
project programmers and architects. Thus, the product concept of a mobile web application that guides
and informs kayakers and those participating in other outdoor pursuits was designed. In addition, the
concept fulfils the companies’ needs by enabling them to maintain and update the application content
themselves. As a result, each company can provide their own supported content to their customers.
4.2 Requirement Specification
The next phase of the development process after accepting the proposed concept was to produce a list
of the product requirements. The product targets and their main use cases were as follows:
● Mobile application users, e.g. kayakers, paddlers and hikers, should be able to use the app during
outdoor activities.
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● The tourism companies’ content producers should be able to create, update or remove route points
of interest and other related data.
● The system developers should be able to manage the SaaS system and its instances.
The three main functional requirements were resolved based on the survey in the elicitation phase:
1) the users must see their current location and direction on the kayaking route; 2) the users must see
the landing and camping places on the kayaking routes; and 3) the tourism company must easily
maintain and update the content of the mobile application, e.g. by using a PC application. In addition
to the three main requirements, several optional requirements were also defined: 1) the application
provides hints and additional information to the users; 2) the application contains a link to the tourism
company’s website; 3) the application shows the location of other kayakers if they allow it; 4) the
application saves the kayaking route information on the map, and the kayakers can later see their
routes; and 5) the application saves the kayaking routes and the tourism company can see the summary
of all saved routes.
4.3 System Architecture
The mobile guide system architecture consists of three main parts: 1) the mobile application; 2) the
content editor; and 3) the system administration. The end users can use the mobile application through
their mobile devices’ browsers. The tourism companies can create, update and maintain their own
company’s specific content using the content editor software, and the service providers can manage
different software instances using the system administration software. Figure 2 presents the general
elements of the system architecture.
The digital maps are physically located on the web map servers (WMS). Open Street Map was used
in the first trailed concept, which did not have support for qualitative geographical maps of the rural
areas. Consequently, the developers decided to use the Finnish map services Karttakeskus and
Maanmittauslaitos, which provide exact geographical digital maps that include details such as
contours, paths and small streams. The utilized maps’ coordination forms were WGS84 (the World
Geodetic System) and KKJ (the Finnish coordinate system).
The mobile application was built on the Vaadin Rich Internet Application framework for Java [16,
17], which employs server-side programming logic. The back-end components were built on an open
source LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP), given that this is one of the fastest ways for
developers to start building a functional system. The management software for the mobile guide
service was built on open source web technologies such as HMTL, JavaScript and PHP programming.
Mobile web technology was selected as the architectural principle. Most of the existing mobile
applications in the tourism sector are, however, provided as standalone native applications via
marketplaces, in which the ready-maps, routes and content are embedded in the application. The
tourism companies have virtually no means of later managing the content, as no content management
software is available or integrated into the native application.
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Figure 2 Mobile guide system architecture.
4.4 Software Development Process
The mobile web application
The mobile web application was developed using the Vaadin 6 Java web framework and the Vaadin
TouchKit add-on for mobile services. The Vaadin framework was selected for the development
environment of the mobile application as it provides a client-server web development framework and
support for responsive mobile web development. Figure 2 presents the screenshots of the tourism
guide mobile application.
The designed mobile application deploys a browser for rendering the content to the user’s device.
To begin using the application, the user types the URL address into the browser of their mobile device,
scans the QR code or clicks the application icon on the home screen of their device. The system opens
the application in its own browser window without the browser navigation bars; resultantly, the
application looks like a native app on the mobile device, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3 Example screenshots of the tourism guide mobile application build on the Vaadin 6 Java web framework
The key features of the application are the maps and routes, which are represented as buttons on the
application main page. The main page also includes “info” and “company” buttons. The info button
provides topical information and the company button is linked to the tourism company’s website. The
map button on the main page shows the digital map, including points of interest, positioned to the
user’s location. The route button provides a page that gives a list of available routes, and also includes
settings allowing users to hide or show routes from the list. The hidden routes are not shown on the
navigation page. The navigation page displays the map with a digital compass, route information and
distance, speed and time information related to the selected route. Those pages utilize technical
interfaces to the GPS and digital compass of the user’s mobile device.
The content editor
In addition to the mobile web application, the development team also created content editor software
that allows the tourism companies to create and manage routes, points of interest and other information
in the mobile guide system. The editor software is a simplified content management system built for
the needs of this mobile guide service, and consists of the following features:
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1. Point-of-interest management
2. Route management
3. Category management
4. Language localization
5. Feedback results monitoring
6. Info page management
The point-of-interest management provides a feature to add interesting locations to the map, such as
camping places, cafeterias, campfire sites, landing points, beautiful views or potentially dangerous
places. The feature includes a list of icons that allows users to select the most descriptive for each
point of interest on the digital map. The digital map is accessible using the map button on the main
page of the mobile application, while the route management provides a feature to draw a new route on
the digital map. The category management allows for adding or removing new points of interest, and
the language localization provides a feature to add a new language version or change the language
used. The feedback result monitoring allows access to the numerical and textual feedback provided by
users using the feedback function on the main page. Finally, the info page management allows for
changing the link and text behind the info and company buttons on the main page.
Figure 4 An example UI of route manager in the content editor.
The content created and added to the system was displayed on the mobile application’s browser
while navigating to the test case’s URL. Although the first prototype of the content editor had some
usability issues, the small tourism companies were still able to use the editor software to create their
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own route content for mobile services. The ability to manage the content available to potential
customers was viewed as a positive feature because these companies are often not financially secure
enough to outsource their content management.
The prototype’s field tests demonstrate that the proposed editor concept fulfils the companies’
essential needs. The editor software is also an essential component for creating software as a service
concept, where small tourism companies can register with the service, receive their own URL and web
environment and start to build their own company-specific content into the mobile web service.
The system administration
The system administration software was designed and developed to help the management of several
mobile guide service instances running on the same virtual server or on the public cloud infrastructure.
It was essential to design, as the primary goal of the project was to build a mobile guide service for
several small tourism companies to use simultaneously, as in the multi-tenant principle.
Figure 5 An example UI of the customer instance manager in the SaaS system.
If the system admin software had not been created, the development team would have been
required to manually create, update or remove mobile web service instances for each new and existing
company using the service. It consists of application management, authentication and version
management features. The application management can create new instances for new companies, list,
enable or disable instances and send a new URL, with login and training information, in an email to
the new customers. The version management function allows for updating the current version and
removing the customer URLs more easily, and it can also show a list of all user companies. The admin
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software is for system administrators only, and is not available to the tourism companies or their
customers.
An additional web form was added to the mobile guide service in the later phase and integrated
with the admin system. The form allows companies to receive a dedicated URL and a mobile web
service environment for their own use. When a new instance is created, the admin system
automatically boots the web server application, and the new mobile guide service is in use and
accessible on the Internet. The development team largely created new instances and emailed the URLs
to the new pilot companies or other testers during the pilot tests using this admin system because the
main focus of the pilots was the testing of the mobile application performance and its user experiences.
Therefore, the automated admin system was not tested during the field tests, although technical
functionality is already available and implemented.
4.5 Automated Installer to Generate New Apps
The developers programmed an installer that generates new application instances on the web server,
and included it as a part of the SaaS admin software. This solution represents a lower-level SaaS
architectural maturity [51] than systems with a higher SaaS maturity level that run single instances
able to serve every customer with configurable metadata. In this case, however, a higher SaaS maturity
level was not needed since the goal of the study was to assess the mobile guide service and evaluate
the SaaS concept.
Figure 6 An example UI of the automated installer for generating new mobile tourism applications and content
editor access for the use of potential new companies.
In addition to launching new instances via the admin system, the developers also later designed a
web form into the project’s test website, which made it possible for any potential customer to generate
a new mobile application instance by completing the “free trial” web form. After submitting the
necessary information into the form, such as the name of the application, a code name and a password,
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the installer automatically created a new mobile guide application and granted access to the content
editor software.
Whenever the installer receives a new form containing the required information it processes it
according to the algorithm planned to manage the new application creation process. The installer
compares the given passwords and checks information from the app form. If this is valid, the process
continues to consider the database transactions, such as load settings, write the application information
into the database and write Apache RewriteRule for the new URL. The program uninstalls the default
content editor files and modifies the data in Apache’s htaccess. Next, the program creates the settings
file and the database connections, and runs a script that creates some example content and a new user
into the database. After this, the program reconfigures the web server, uninstalls the mobile application
codes and creates a settings file with the application-specific database information. Finally, it directs
the browser to an address that displays the status message for the new customer or admin who created
the new application instance.
Table 1 Test cases and evaluators.
Instance no Test case Evaluators
1 Field test A End users
(n=6 kayakers)
1 Field test B End users
(n=17 hikers)
1 Field test C End users
(n=6 hikers)
2 Field test D End users
(n=15 kayakers)
3 Field test E End users
(n=10 paddlers)
4 Field test F End users
(n=2 hikers)
5 Field test G End users
(n=25 kayakers)
6 Field test H End users
(n=5 kayakers)
7–17 Technical test (new URL instance
created)
Developer (n=1 walking on the street
or in the forest)
5 Testing the Mobile SaaS System
Seventeen instances of the mobile service were created; six were dedicated for separate tourism
organizations and eleven were test instances. The design team created new instances using the SaaS
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admin software, and the initial routes and other content was added to the new company- or test-
specific mobile services. An instance is a mobile application service with its own URL address running
in the SaaS system. Each instance has its own back-end software and database generated by the
automated installer in the SaaS system.
 The design team arranged eight test cases after the SaaS application concept and functional
prototype were deemed ready for performance and usability testing. The goal of the test cases and
company pilots was to assess the functionality of the mobile service with users and companies who did
not have prior experience of the concept. The selection criteria for the test cases was that they had to
present potential end users or customer companies with business needs that could be met by the
system. The evaluators used the application while kayaking or hiking. In the field tests A, C, D and G,
some users used the application in pairs while hiking, or else it was demonstrated to the users at the
tourism centre. The end user experience of all evaluators, and the validation of design iterations from
the viewpoint of mobile application design and use, is described in another research article by the
authors [52, 53].
The mobile web application and its instances were technologically successful in the test cases as
the users were able to use the application. For example, a user wrote the following feedback: “the
application basically works, but minor shortages disturb the usage”. The feedback shows that the
mobile web application concept met the expectations of end users while kayaking, paddling or hiking.
The concept includes the basic features needed while participating in the outdoor activities, such as
points of interest on the map, routes complete with speed, distance and navigation information, tourism
service provider information and instructions. Although the basic features worked in the application
and the SaaS system provided a stabile service during the tests, several recommendations for usability
improvements were raised. The following short quote shows a typical example of feedback which was
concerned to the usability issues: “noticed in the nature… …change the narrow arrow to point directly
to the destination. These would work as an info that users would understand better, especially when
destination and user [location] do not fit to the same screen”. Most development recommendations or
test feedback were concerned to the features which are not Vaadin-specific. The following example
shows how a developer comments the need to design new features to the Vaadin framework: “Vaadin
6 did not provide compass things, also support for GPS was weak. Thus, we had to build Vaadin add-
on which supported better accuracy GPS navigation”. The developers ended up to the designing and
developing a compass and its GUI element, as the Internet connection was not stable on the sea, and it
was hard to read a small map in the kayak. The compass with GPS navigation also ensures that the
continuous Internet connection is not needed while navigating. While testing the application, we found
that the digital compass was not still stable in some devices, such as in iPhone, and it pointed tens of
degrees to the wrong directions. However, Sandle [54] has also found accuracy errors in his study
related to the iPhone compass. Transition of location information from one route point to another route
point did not always work and the compass elements vibrated on the screen. Those errors were found
in Android devices, for example. The screen savers also disturbed testing in some cases, as they shut
the browser off.  However, the content is also important to the users although navigation functions
should also be stable and reliable. For example, a user stated that “content is important, especially its
quality. The approach that users are content creators [like in social media applications] does not work
in this kind of guidance applications”. The field tests show that content related features, such as route,
map and interest point information, worked fine and their usability met expectations of users,
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The analysis of eight different test cases shows that the architectural solution fulfilled the
requirements of piloting the service, and made it possible to collect end-user experience during field
tests. Applying Vaadin 6 and Vaadin TouchKit mobile add-on to the outdoor navigation needs
shortened the design and development process by providing cross-platform support, design themes,
user interface elements and server-side logic support. It also offered direct functionality for Android-
and iOS-platforms, which decreased the need for device testing. While reflecting the development
experiences, the developers stated that, for example; “it is hard to say which one would have been
faster to develop, native app or browser based. Now it, however, works directly with iPhone and
Android, as it deploys the browser. Nevertheless, you need to take into account in development, what
device models there are as the compass is depend on it, for example”. In the first requirement
specifications, the saving of paddled or hiked route and the locations of users were included to the
development plan, but they needed to be rejected. This requirement is possible to realize in the mobile
web or hybrid applications which are sending user information to the server, and whose data
connection is stable. However, during the field tests, data connection was sometimes low or it cut off
and that fell the application in the browser. The stability of browser and data connection are important
in the web application as the application deploys the browser and data connection.
The programming of Vaadin-based system did not require high or special technological
competences from the programmers, as all four developers involved in this project were students of
higher education. Two students involved to the programming of Vaadin application and they had no
prior experiences from the Vaadin [55]. Only basic competence in Java programming and software
development was needed in starting this project. The studying of Vaadin-based Vornitologist-project
helped to get inside of Vaadin programming logics and architecture. The concept definition and
requirement specification was mainly conducted by developers and project management in design
iteration with stakeholders [52, 53]. Vaadin provides suitable instructions and a user forum for using
their Java framework, which is an important requirement in selecting new frameworks.
This mobile service development experiment shows that small tourism companies would have use
for and benefit from a customizable mobile guide system delivered as a SaaS solution. The system
developed in this project is only a proof-of-concept, and does not fulfil all requirements of multi-
tenancy, which is a requirement for scalable cloud services. However, the SaaS system fulfilled the
needs of the service provider who needs to be able to manage several instances and customer accounts.
The implemented system based on the SaaS business model provides a mobile guide for tourism
companies as a service without the need for hosting, maintenance or installation on premises. From the
SaaS maturity viewpoint, it does not represent a fully scalable service with balance loaders or shared
databases and their schemas, but in the business-to-business context the architectural solution is
sufficient, especially in the start-up phase of commercialization where the number of customer
companies is significantly lower than in business-to-consumer solutions. The mobile guide system
resources are shared with new companies by copying and duplicating the default instance inside the
SaaS software and server, whereas in shared models tenants are separated by IDs in the same database.
6 Discussion
The Vaadin 6 Java web framework and Vaadin TouchKit mobile add-on [25] assisted in this project by
making it possible to build the mobile guidance application more quickly, which allowed us to start
collecting development feedback from tourism companies and end users at an early stage. It provided
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ready-made user interface elements and system components for the programmers to implement without
any need for unnecessary adjustments. Vaadin also provided direct code-level support for Android-
and iOS-based devices, which saved significant time in the design and development work. By using a
mobile programming framework, the design team was able to test features that require a functioning
prototype. For example, features based on geolocation technologies, such as GPS and a digital
compass, are extremely difficult to test in any other way than by building a functional prototype as this
study shows. The findings of this study support the results of the web framework evaluation realized
by Maple [56], where they also value Vaadin’s prototyping features and comprehensive support of
GUI elements and design themes.
This study shows that not all development ideas and mobile service concepts can be tested with
screenshots or mock-ups, as there are features that require building a functional prototype with the real
functioning program code. However, gathering relevant data from user experience tests requires an
error-free technological solution that fulfils the essential user needs, but this study focused on the
testing of mobile SaaS concept and Vaadin’s relevance for tourism application development. This
study also points out that the mobile web approach has some advantages compared to native mobile
application development, especially in the prototyping phases. For example, the native mobile
application should be uploaded to a marketplace, which becomes more expensive or time consuming
for smaller companies with limited technological and financial resources. A native application, such as
an iOS application, also needs to pass a certification process in order to get to the marketplace. Unlike
native mobile applications, mobile web solutions can be delivered, purchased and hosted on a public
Internet site instead of commercial marketplaces. This makes it easier to offer mobile services for
small tourism companies as a SaaS model that allows for a multi-tenant architectural solution. This
solution allows for serving several companies simultaneously from a single mobile web service
system. Moreover, the developers can easily test the service themselves and continually build and
update content to the offered service without packing new versions to the marketplaces for
downloading. This approach creates a unique and quick means of prototyping and piloting mobile
services.
At the beginning of the project, it was identified that the mobile web approach presents some
challenges, especially in the tourism sector where the end users use the services in the natural
environment or in rural areas where data services and battery consumption may become critical.
However, the main goal of the project was to test both the application and system concept, ignoring the
mobile web approach challenges. Since mobile web technology allows for developing and testing the
proposed concept more quickly thanks to the end users’ involvement and prototype testing, the
application development was not based on the technological robustness of the system; instead, the
faster development process and field testing were considered the highest priority in this study.
7 Conclusions
When developing mobile application prototypes, choosing a mobile web application instead of a native
application is a completely valid solution. This study shows that the building of a tourism-based
mobile application does not require such platform-specific features, which often still require the use of
a native application to ensure a smooth user experience. The digital compass and GPS interfaces
worked well in the tests, although the developers improved a method included in the Vaadin GPS
feature. Web technologies, such as the Vaadin Framework and Vaadin TouchKit mobile add-on, can
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be used in quickly putting together prototypes that can be used and tested on multiple platforms
simultaneously, while native applications would have to be created and tested across all platforms
separately. Testing mobile web applications is also much simpler considering that the only tool needed
is the mobile device’s browser. In short, the development and testing of mobile applications can be
achieved far faster when choosing to use mobile web technologies that have the required components
included and do not cause any extra problems with the interface, of which the Vaadin framework is a
good example.
Vaadin has released Vaadin 7 since this study was completed, and it offers an even more
comprehensive set of UI add-ons and themes, improved usability and a developed visual editor for
easing UI development [57]. Hence, productivity in the software development process will evidently
be better than in the previous version and the new framework provides an improved user experience.
This study shows that the functioning beta-level service built on the Vaadin 6 framework and
Vaadin TouchKit mobile add-on provided a solid solution for testing the concept of a mobile tourism
guide service in eight field test cases in the real outdoor environment. An advantage of using the
Vaadin-type framework for prototyping is that the developers can easily continue development from
prototype and beta-versions to commercial and production-level versions, which shortens time-to-
market in the commercial mobile service development. Therefore, Vaadin also suits web application
prototyping as it provides comprehensive support and themes for UI design, as was also shown by
Maple [56]. In addition, this study provides an example of how to rapidly develop a SaaS-based
service by integrating the Vaadin-based mobile web service with the LAMP-based content editor,
administration and installer software. As for the system developed with the chosen technologies, SME
tourism companies can add and edit route information on the mobile service and launch their own
mobile application instances for their customers’ use. When commercialized and deployed properly,
small companies could use the system to create their own mobile services without the need for
extensive programming skills.
8 Future Works
Mobile services are increasingly delivered as cloud-based services by utilizing a SaaS business model.
The mobile web technologies and their frameworks provide a faster way to prototype and pilot them
with end users than building functioning native applications. Business-to-business (B2B) mobile
services require a SaaS business model, including cloud-based hosting and delivery, as SMEs demand
the possibility of dynamically maintaining their service content.
More research is needed on how to decrease the lead-time of development processes in the user-
centred design of mobile SaaS systems. This calls for research on and the development of new
frameworks that provide support for the multi-tenancy architecture of SaaS systems. In designing and
developing cloud-based solutions for B2B business segments in the SaaS business model, the system
needs to serve thousands of customers simultaneously in aspects ranging from providing a smooth user
experience to security.
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